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Over the past decade, that is, since the signing of the Maastricht Treaty, emphasis in the analysis of the European Union has shifted from understanding the process of European integration towards exploration of the specific features of the emerging European polity.¹ In terms of scholarly approaches, this shift has entailed a move from the field of international relations, with its focus on intergovernmentalism, towards institutional analysis, policy analysis and political theory, thus expressing the by now largely consensual view that the European Union (EU) can be analyzed as a polity in its own right, certainly a very complex one and possibly even one of an entirely new kind, but no longer merely a set of treaties between sovereign states.

Within this rapidly increasing literature, questions of political theory have acquired salience, not least as a consequence of the widely debated theorem of the ‘democratic deficit’ of the European Union, that is, as an issue of normative political theory.² However, the increased awareness that the available register for conceptualizing polities by means of political theory and philosophy is largely inadequate for understanding the emerging European polity has hardly yet led to a full exploration of the two central questions that, in our view, need to be explicitly addressed: What is the contribution that political theory and philosophy have to make in understanding the European Union, and—possibly—in investigating the normative underpinning for that specific polity? And, inversely, what is the challenge for political theory and philosophy that the creation of a novel kind of polity such as the European Union entails? Most of the discussion in what follows will be devoted to the first of these questions. But since that discussion will be based on our own view about the answer to the second question, we need to give that answer, at least in broad terms. The creation of a

¹ Versions of this argument were presented at the University of Bergen, the Social Theory Centre at the University of Warwick, the 2001 meeting of the International Social Theory Consortium at the University of Sussex, and at the University of Berne. The authors are grateful for comments offered at those occasions as well as for those made by two anonymous reviewers for the Journal of Political Philosophy.

² For a recent overview, see Craig 1999.
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European polity, in our view, lays bare the limits of an approach to political philosophy that focuses on addressing general issues of relevance for all polities at all times and points to the need for politico-philosophically exploring a polity in its specificity, that is, its being situated in space and time.

On closer inspection, the current debate about the political philosophy of contemporary Europe is marked by a subtle, often hardly visible but nevertheless significant, divide. On the one hand, there is a strong, probably dominant strand that is concerned with applying general principles to the European polity. By and large, contributions to this strand can be seen as working with combinations of liberalism and rationalism; in the centre of its concerns are—with variable emphasis between the two—‘democracy and efficiency’, to use widely employed terminology, as general commitments for which in the European context only the best institutional expression needs to be found. The relation between the principle and the case is here one of model to application. On the other hand, parts of the debate start out from the specificity of the contemporary European situation, partly even underlining the uniqueness of the situation, to then emphasize enablements and constraints—mostly constraints, as will become clear—that emerge from that situation for polity-formation.

This latter move is certainly unusual in contemporary political theory, and it is not unproblematic either. In the given case, it has often proceeded by aiming at understanding what we may call the sociohistorical context, often in fact called ‘social substrate’, of European political institutions. The main guiding assumption is that a given structure of social relations, or of ‘relations of association’, prefigures the range of viable and/or normatively desirable possibilities for polity-formation. Thus, any proposal for a political philosophy of the European polity needs to be based on an analysis of the sociohistorical conditions under which that polity is created. Put in these terms, this move is a step away from the tradition of abstract, hypothetical theorizing in political philosophy, the latest landmark work of which was John Rawls’s early Theory of Justice, and towards a reasoning that relates the political form to the issues at stake in a given situation at a given moment. It reopens the conceptual relations between historical sociology, on the one hand, and political philosophy, on the other—relations that have been strong in classical works, such as those by Alexis de Tocqueville and Max Weber, but that were thinned out, if not entirely destroyed, in the course of disciplinary specialization during the twentieth century.

3For instance in the subtitle to Scharpf 1999, as one among many appearances.
4The term ‘substrate’ in different connotations has been used for instance by Dieter Grimm (1995, p. 289), Claus Offe (1998, p. 107) and, more critically, Jürgen Habermas (1995, p. 305; 2001a, pp. 64, 71, 76).
5Offe 1989, p. 755.
6Rawls 1971; for our own observations about the relation between social practices and political institutions, see Wagner 1996; for an analysis of the range of approaches to political theory, see Wagner 2001, ch. 2.
Based on the assumption that such reconnection has the potential of considerably enriching the political philosophy of our time, the following discussion will focus on contributions to the political theory of the European polity that address Europe in such specificity. At the same time, however, the reconnection of historical sociology to political philosophy needs to be pursued in awareness of the risks it entails, and this has not always been the case in the recent European debate. This debate has, almost without exception, failed to explicitly address the question of how to relate ‘social context’ to ‘political form’ without falling into some form of social determinism, indeed identifying constraints rather than possibilities. In this light, it is our ambition, first, to briefly review the current debate with a view to identifying the ways in which theoretical assumptions and/or empirical knowledge about the current European social context have been mobilized to sustain particular ideas about the European polity. In a second step, then, we will use our observations on the positions in this debate to elaborate some alternative ideas for the elaboration of a sociohistorically rich normative political philosophy of the emerging European polity.

I. THE CULTURAL THEORY OF THE POLITY (I): A EUROPE OF NATION–STATES

The assumption common to most of the contributions under review here is that the creation of a European polity takes place against the background of the existence of nation–states as the predominant form of the polity in recent European history. Without arguing that the European polity supersedes and replaces the nation–state, it is seen in all but a few cases as some prolongation of a political history marked by the national form. Naturally, one may be inclined to say, the elaboration of a political philosophy for Europe starts out from that political philosophy that underlies the nation–state. Thus, political debate in Europe currently experiences a rather sudden revival of the cultural–linguistic theory of the polity. This theory served to underpin national–liberal movements in Europe during the first half of the nineteenth century and the building of nation–states during the second half of that century, culminating in the
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7The existence of some connection between an empirical, historical assessment of the European social condition and the European political form provided the major criterion of selectivity in the following overview in which it was impossible to do justice to a field of scholarship that grows at an enormous pace.

8Within the space of this article, only the outlines of such a perspective can be given. Our first attempts in this direction, upon which we build here, are: Friese and Wagner 2000; 2002; Friese 2002a,b.

9Given that European states were basically just regarded as ‘advanced liberal democracies’ during much of the earlier post-Second World War period, the renewed interest in the definition of the boundary of those polities needs to be seen in the context of the challenges to this boundary that accompanies European integration—as well as, of course, the reopening of the boundary between Cold-War Western and Eastern Europe.
application of the principle of national self-determination to the task of reconfiguring the European political order at the end of the First World War. In as far as the theory contributed to shaping the dominant form of polity that exists in Europe, it should not be surprising if some reassessment of its reasoning takes place in the context of a major reshaping of those polities. It is striking, however, to see such theorizing basically just being reapplied without any profound scrutiny of its record, both in historical and in politico-philosophical terms. As to the former, it is not our intention here to review the experience of the long nineteenth century with the cultural–linguistic theory of the polity, or to comment on the renewed application of the principle in East Central Europe and the Balkans after 1989. Rather, we concentrate on the latter aspect, namely, on some of the politico-philosophical presuppositions that are re-mobilized in the discussion about the contemporary European Union.\textsuperscript{10}

In this context, basically two versions of the argument can be found. First, by drawing directly on politico-legal philosophy, ‘the people’ is considered as the only legitimate giver of the constitution, as the codified self-understanding and ground-rules of a polity.\textsuperscript{11} This entity, ‘the people’, is then rather inadvertently endowed with certain requirements of cultural–linguistic commonality such that only national peoples can be seen to exist in Europe, and no European people, at least not in the foreseeable future.\textsuperscript{12} The most widely debated version of this approach, as proposed by the German legal scholar Dieter Grimm in the debate around the Maastricht Treaty, is far from using any \textit{völkisch}, or as one would now say, essentializing, notion of ‘the people’.\textsuperscript{13} The

\textsuperscript{10}Against this general background assumption about European integration, namely, that it is cultural–linguistically defined polities, that is nation-states, that are about to merge into a larger polity, a number of issues pose themselves immediately, issues which, though, can be phrased in a variety of theoretical terms. First, assuming that there are national cultures, the new polity will be multicultural. On this assumption, the recent political theory of \textit{multiculturalism} could be mobilized. Second, assuming that the merger falls short of creating a unitarian polity of, say, the kind of the French Republic, theories of \textit{federalism} could be invoked (see, for instance, Føllesdal 1997). In both cases, interesting debates could be held comparing the degrees of \textit{particularism} of the member states/cultures with the degree of \textit{universalism} of the larger polity (see Delanty [2001] for an argument along those lines and in many respects substantively similar to our own). In politico-legal terms, the question of a \textit{constitution} of Europe and its relation to the constitutions of the member states has been raised (Weiler 1999; Joerges et al. 2000); and the politico-philosophical relation of the \textit{citizenship} of the European Union to national citizenship, including the differential relation of both to the concept of universal human rights, has been discussed (see most recently the special issue of \textit{Law and Philosophy}, edited by Føllesdal 2001; see also Preuss and Requejo 1998). While all the aforementioned issues will be touched upon in the following, for reasons of space we will not be able to discuss any of them in much detail.

\textsuperscript{11}Grimm 1995, p. 290. In 1931, Paul Valéry (to whom we return later) had already observed that ‘the very notions we employ in thinking and talking of political matters ... have gradually become deceptive and inconvenient. The word “people”, for instance, had an exact meaning when it was possible to gather all the citizens of a town together, round a hillock in a public square. But the increase in numbers, the transition from the order of thousands to millions, has made the word “people” a monstrous term whose sense depends on the sentence into which it enters’ (Valéry 1996a, pp. 15–16. On the use of political words, see Friese 2002c.

\textsuperscript{12}Grimm 1995, p. 294; for a first comprehensive discussion of what has become known as the ‘no-demos’ thesis, see Weiler 1995.

\textsuperscript{13}Grimm 1995, pp. 292, 297.
argument is a politico-functional one with regard to the workings of democracy: human beings have to be able to communicate effectively about the rules they give themselves for those aspects of their lives they intend to regulate in common. For that to be possible, they have to share a language and a basic set of historically grown institutions which mediate between society and the state. As a consequence of the combined effect of theoretical presupposition and interpretation of the current European reality, however, a European polity is seen as normatively undesirable because those requirements are not met, and all important political decisions would need to remain for the time being within the nation–state context. ‘For the foreseeable future there will be neither a European public nor a European political discourse.... There is as yet no European people.... Converting the European Union into a federal State can in these circumstances not be an immediately desirable goal’.

To some extent drawing on Grimm, the second version of the argument, Claus Offe’s reasoning, leads to a similar conclusion, but on a slightly different path. Rather than a political or legal philosophy, he uses a politico-philosophically informed historical sociology as a basis for his argument. It is, thus, not directly the existence of a ‘people’ that is at the foundation of his polity (although he also uses the term cautiously), but a certain level of trust between its members. Such trust, in turn, is a precondition for the development of effective solidarity, at least under—normatively desirable—conditions of democracy, that is, conditions in which the members of a polity themselves decide about the rules that govern their lives in common and, in particular, rules that redistribute resources among them. The idea of a connection between trust and solidarity under conditions of democracy is an important contribution to what we may want to call a social theory of politics. Offe’s reasoning, however, takes a sudden and unwarranted turn when he suggests that the European nation–state is the largest container of democracy and solidarity that has historically become possible, showing the widest extension of relations of trust ever achieved, and that one needs to be skeptical about the likelihood that human history could go beyond that achievement.

This argument—and mutatis mutandis the following observations also apply to Grimm—is first of all counterfactual, since it reasons in terms of impossibility, or at least strong improbability. Since both Grimm and Offe are cautious enough
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14Ibid., pp. 293–5.
15Ibid., pp. 296–7.
16Offe 1998, pp. 104–5, 107, 132–3; similar ideas can be found in Ulrich K. Preuss’s lead contribution to Preuss and Requejo 1998.
17Offe 1998, p. 133. Offe starts out from, as he himself calls it, the ‘skeptical conjecture that political resources (understood as the capacity of society to exercise control over its own quality and development by means of domination) will not be added, but will in contrast get lost on the way to “Europe”’ (Offe 1998, p. 99). At the end of his reasoning, maybe not unsurprisingly, he arrives at the conclusion that any thoughtless abolition of boundaries will undermine the political community’s power to commit its members to its rules and policies, not least to redistributive sacrifices (Offe 1998, pp. 133–4). He paints a sombre picture of spreading amoralism, ruthlessness and irresponsibility as a result of the weakening of the nation-state—and, one is led to infer, of the building of a political Europe.
not to suggest that the conditions for a European democratic polity cannot be fulfilled under any circumstances, the only way of underpinning their argument is historical analogy. For these authors, rightly, the European nation–states—and other democratic polities—have not been erected on meta-historical foundations. The ‘people’ rather is ‘self-constituted with reference to history and territory’.18 Any only slightly more nuanced historiography of the European nation–state, however, would have suggested that some of these political forms were created over relatively short periods—certainly in Germany and Italy, but also elsewhere—with all the public discourse, trust and solidarity that may or may not have existed between their members. Given that the process of European integration has now gone on for half a century, one may indeed argue that relations of trust and solidarity have been considerably strengthened compared to the ‘starting point’ in 1945, which nobody will deny was marked by an extremely low level of trust.

Similarly, doubts must arise as to whether the history of European nation-building can be satisfactorily described as predominantly a process of building trust, solidarity and structures of free and equal political participation. Internal and external warfare, exclusion and oppression have entirely disappeared from view, so that the rather inclusive and egalitarian Keynesian welfare state of about 1970 appears as the telos of historical progress—which then gets derailed by thoughtless Europeanizers. To complicate the picture further, Grimm and Offe could of course try to argue that it was precisely the lack of trust and solidarity that caused the short-lived democracies in Italy and Germany during the inter-war period to collapse. In turn, though, one could attribute this failure to the reconstitution of national polities and the abortion of the first debate about a European polity after the First World War. Since this is not the place to develop these points, all one can conclude is that the method of historical analogy has to be employed with much care. Certainly, Grimm and Offe fail to provide any convincing reason why relations of communication, trust and solidarity should not possibly grow further, beyond the boundaries of existing polities.19

II. POLITICS BASED ON ‘OUTPUT-ORIENTED LEGITIMATION’: TOWARDS A EUROPEAN TECHNOCRACY

Grimm and Offe share a normative concern for democracy, which, given their views of the required ‘social substrate’ of democracy, brings them into tension

18Ibid., pp. 106–7.
19In the limited understanding of the social bond that characterizes much of social science and social theory today, ‘willingness to pay’ is often taken to be a key indicator for ‘thickness’ of relations. Whatever this may tell us, it is striking that the willingness of West Germans to pay for East German reconstruction is taken to be a sign of a strong national bond (Scharpf 1999, p. 9) and the willingness to pay for flood victims in Bangladesh (Offe 1998, p. 121) as a globally valid moral commitment, while the European solidarity that finds pecuniary expression in the regional and structural funds is hardly mentioned by these authors (a remark can be found in Majone 1996, pp. 295 and 298).
with the recent moves towards creating a European polity. Even accepting a somewhat similar diagnosis of the problem, other authors have arrived at radically different solutions—enabled to do so because their concern for democracy is much less pronounced than Grimm’s or Offe’s.

Most consistently, Fritz Scharpf has proposed distinguishing between ‘input-oriented legitimation’ and ‘output-oriented legitimation’ of government measures. The former is translated back into the traditional language of political thought as ‘government by the people’, the latter as ‘government for the people’.20 For the former, the social requirements are by and large those outlined by Grimm and Offe as well, and they are fulfilled also in Scharpf’s view only in the settings of the national polities.21 The move that allows him to have a more appreciative view of the existing European polity than the other two authors is the separation of the two forms of legitimation by policy area. European decisions may well be legitimate, but only in as far as ‘they do in fact respect the limitations of their legitimacy base—which implies that European public policy is, in principle, only able to deal with a narrower range of problems, and is able to employ only a narrower range of policy choices for their solution, than is generally true for national polities’.22 In his view, not all policies require input-oriented, or to put it bluntly, democratic legitimation. Among those that do, one finds, in particular, redistributive measures, such as welfare state policies; Scharpf thus agrees with Offe on the conceptualization of the national democratic polity as the container of solidarity. Other policies, however, in particular regulatory policies, may well be based, if need be, on output-oriented legitimation alone, that is, efficient management and accomplishment of the policy objectives.

A basically similar position is taken by Giandomenico Majone in his analyses of ‘regulatory Europe’. More radically than Scharpf, he suggests that regulatory policy-making based on expertise and legitimated by its outcomes refers to a ‘model of democracy’ different from standard ideas about democracy as (varieties of) majority rule. In turn, in his view, the ‘democratic deficit’ of the EU only exists in the light of the ‘standards derived from the majoritarian model’.23 Since, however, ‘most democratic polities rely extensively on non-majoritarian principles and institutions’, which are seen as ‘more suitable for complex plural societies’, the EU would be well advised to follow a non-majoritarian model in the area in which it alone has acquired features of statehood, namely ‘economic and social regulation’.24 Even though legitimacy problems remain, which Majone discusses against the background of the US model of ‘regulatory legitimacy’, there is a limited but clearly identifiable space

21Ibid., p. 9.
22Ibid., p. 23.
24Ibid., pp. 285, 286, 287.
for governance by regulatory agencies: ‘The delegation of important policy-making powers to independent institutions is democratically justified only in the sphere of efficiency issues, where reliance on expertise and on a problem-solving style of decision-making is more important than reliance on direct political accountability’.25

If one looks in detail, Majone and Scharpf differ with regard to the extent to which the legitimacy requirements of policy-making at European level can be covered.26 However, they both agree that there is a certain need for EU policy-making, since policy demands exceed the possibilities of the nation–state in the current context of ‘globalization’, and that those demands can often be met at the European level. In Scharpf’s words, the effectiveness of European policy ‘is limited to certain policy areas of relatively low political salience in which its legitimacy is not really in doubt’.27 However, in as far as the European Union can achieve a level of policy efficiency in such areas that could not be achieved by national governments, European policy-making would pass the test of ‘output-oriented legitimation’. The range of those policy areas may be large enough to reproduce the national ‘embedded liberalism’ of the Keynesian era at the European level, even though, given the lasting limitations to further integration, ‘the European Union will not, in the foreseeable future, become a democratic polity’.28 Majone’s formula differs, since the conceptual problem for him is precisely the strength of the ‘paradigm which equates democracy with majority rule’.29 Both agree, though, that there is a special, limited form of political legitimacy of which European-level policy-making avails itself already in its current institutional form.

In this perspective, thus, there is no gap between the European political reality and the political philosophy that is proposed for it; the one matches the other nicely. Rather than addressing what has widely been called the problem of the ‘democratic deficit’, however, these authors reason it away. Were one to use words in a more conventional sense, they would be seen as arguing that efficiency may be more important for some political questions than democracy or, in an even more sinister way of putting the issue, that for some questions democracy can be entirely uncoupled from the idea of ‘government by the people’. The problem here is not so much that certain day-to-day decisions, even if they are generally of a political nature, are left to experts who handle them efficiently. All large-scale democracies resort to such means, and it is difficult to see how they could not. In Scharpf and Majone’s conceptualization, however, there is an entire layer of political decisions that cannot be returned to the verdict of the ultimate source of authority, the people, at all—unlike in all the familiar

25Ibid., p. 296.
26As Scharpf (1999, p. 23) himself notes.
27Ibid., p. 203; see chapter 3 for details.
28Ibid., p. 200.
delegations of decision-making to experts. This is nothing else but the divide of the polity into one realm of ‘national democracy’ and another one of ‘European technocracy’.30

As this may sound like an overly harsh verdict, a brief textual analysis may be in order. Towards concluding his reasoning, Scharpf reiterates his view that ‘for the time being and for all currently practical purposes, the European polity will lack the quality of government by the people’.31 This is no problem for him, however, since ‘everywhere’ input-oriented arguments are ‘supplemented’ or ‘displaced’ by ‘output-oriented arguments showing how specific institutional arrangements are conducive to government for the people’—meaning that they will favour policy choices that can be justified in terms of consensual notions of the public interest’. The crucial question here is how that ‘consensus’ is arrived at, if nobody is asked about it. The wording suggests that there are policy areas in which such consensus exists, is well known, and is stable over time.32 The whole time-honoured argument about democracy, in contrast, demands that ‘the people’ have to be the ultimate source of judgement precisely because one can never be sure whether consensus exists, what it is at a given moment, and whether it will persist. Scharpf continues by saying that ‘in the language of democratic self-determination, what matters is the institutional capacity for effective problem-solving, and the presence of institutional safeguards against the abuse of public power’. While ‘effective problem-solving’ does matter—and the merits of Scharpf’s book are in the exploration of that question, unfortunately accompanied by an extremely doubtful political philosophy—the language used here is not the one of ‘democratic self-determination’, but rather of enlightened absolutism. If there is any ground in calling this terminology ‘Kantian’, as Scharpf does, it is precisely because Kant was living in an era of enlightened absolutism, a fact that shows in some of his writings addressed to contemporary concerns. In the last sentence of this passage, Scharpf shifts into reverse gear, apparently afraid of what he just said: ‘In principle, at any rate, there is no reason
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30 Majone (1996, p. 291) at least poses the issue in clear terms: ‘Is government by judges and technocratic experts compatible with democratic principles?’ The precise wording is important: hardly anybody would doubt that the activity of judges and experts is, in principle, compatible with democracy; Majone, however, speaks of ‘government’.

31 This and the following quotations are from p. 188 in Scharpf 1999 (orig. emphasis).

32 It is not only difficult to envisage how such a conceptually radical separation of policy spheres should ‘function’ over the long run, that is across changing circumstances; it is bound to not even live up to its own guiding criterion of efficiency. The concept of an independent central bank, run on the basis of economic expertise, is a case in point. In a national setting, ultimately, that independence could always be revoked or qualified by political decision. In a European scenario, as envisaged by Scharpf and Majone, this would not be possible. It is our expectation that democratic commitments are so firmly rooted in Europe that the establishment of the European Central Bank will at some point in the not-too-distant future be followed by the creation of an ‘input-legitimated’ body for its control, even if certainly at a distance and by granting considerable independence. While Majone (1996, p. 40) would consider this a step in the wrong direction, Scharpf (1999, p. 167) does observe increased ‘political sensitivity’ in EU institutions towards policy consequences, although he does not translate this observation into the possibility of a trajectory leading towards institutionalizing ‘input-oriented legitimation’ at the EU level.
why governance at the European level should not also be supported by output-oriented legitimacy arguments’. Indeed, there is no such reason, but the meaning of that phrase hinges on the word ‘also’. Earlier, though, Scharpf has made clear that there is in his view no input-oriented legitimation at the European level, and that his reasoning is less about ‘supporting’ or ‘supplementing’ it, but about ‘displacing’ it by output-oriented legitimation. That argument, however, is incompatible with democratic theory and practice.33

III. THE CULTURAL THEORY OF THE POLITY (II):
A EUROPEAN COMMUNITY OF VALUES

Continuing our presentation of the various positions as if they were proposals and responses to those proposals, we have now moved to a point at which a European polity is considered to be necessary, contra Grimm and Offe, in the light of recent ‘globalization’. However, the technocratic Europe proposed by Scharpf and Majone is to be rejected as certainly normatively, and possibly also functionally, deficient. The evident response to this latter proposal, bringing the debate full circle, is to envisage a Europe that can provide ‘input legitimation’, in Scharpf’s terms but contra Scharpf, that has a ‘European people’ as the ultimate source of authority, in Grimm’s terms but contra Grimm, and that shows ‘relations of association’ that can sustain high levels of trust and solidarity, in Offe’s terms but contra Offe.

Such a cultural approach to the European polity—an ‘enlarged’ cultural theory of the polity, so to speak—is indeed currently proposed, in various forms. One basic version suggests that there is a European commonality that is larger and older than the national cultural–linguistic one. Reference is then most often to Christianity and/or humanism.34 Some such ideas were in the background of the ‘founders’ of Europe after the Second World War. It is noteworthy, though, that the debate about a European polity based on broad cultural commonality, which itself is, in turn, grounded on the observation of the diversity of Europe, was already held during the Enlightenment.35 Thus, it preceded the period of nation-building in Europe, which is now the standard historical point of reference for the

33For a broader discussion on ‘the dimensions of legitimacy’, see Bellamy and Castiglione 2001 (on whose approach more below). In a recent paper, Scharpf (2001) all but abandons the dichotomous conceptualization of two forms of legitimacy and recommends ‘closer cooperation’ and ‘open coordination’ as ways of dealing with intra-European diversity without risking the achieved level of integration.

34While the political theory that underpinned the nation-state saw commonality of language as a key ingredient, often quite simply also as the most useful indicator, of cultural commonality more broadly understood, this ‘enlarged’ theory dissociates the former from the latter. Sometimes the historical use of Latin as the common written language—and the development of a common second language today—is nevertheless evoked. The more fundamental—and theoretically more interesting—argument, though, is the one about the long existence of a space of interlinked communicative practices, for which terms such as ‘Christianity’ or ‘humanism’ are just shorthand expressions, referring more than anything else to a common hermeneutic relation to the world.

35See Friese 2002b for more detail.
origins of the cultural theory of the polity. With the discussion about the need for a ‘European identity’—often explicitly conceived as going beyond functioning institutions—such debate is now being revived.\textsuperscript{36} The latest controversial instance was the debate about the inclusion of a reference to the ‘spiritual–religious heritage’ of Europe in the preamble of the Charter of Fundamental Rights. In this ‘strong’ form, the enlarged cultural theory of the polity risks becoming a version of what is now often called essentialism and identitarian thinking—which had already been questioned in Enlightenment thought.\textsuperscript{37} It is prone to repeating the political errors of the national–liberal projects, which were certainly full of well-meaning intentions but nevertheless provided the ground for aggressive nationalism and politics of exclusion and annihilation. In particular, the reference to organized religious traditions plays with registers of the worst parts of the European heritage. It also tends to underestimate—or willingly suppress the insight about—the degree to which Europe is multireligious and multicultural beyond most of the conceptions brought forward in this debate about European identity.

However, under the broad heading of an enlarged cultural approach to the European polity, we can also subsume some ‘weaker’ versions that do not show the same problematic features. There is, on the one hand, the reference to Europe as the birthplace of philosophy. While drawing on a long tradition, it was, significantly, evoked again in the context of diagnoses of ‘European decadence’\textsuperscript{38} and of a ‘crisis of European humanity’\textsuperscript{39} after the First World War, that is, at a moment when Europe had just suffered from extended internal warfare and was threatened with being relegated to the periphery of the world by new forms of social organization in America and Russia. There has been a revisiting of such reasoning more recently from quite different politico-philosophical positions, such as by Jacques Derrida in \textit{L’autre cap}, and by Rémi Brague in \textit{Europe, la voie romaine}.\textsuperscript{40} In philosophically much more limited and politically much more pressing terms, on the other hand, some authors also refer to the twentieth-century experience of war and totalitarianism as having provided the ground for a European commonality of a new kind, creating commitments towards Europeans of other nationalities than one’s own and towards the world

\textsuperscript{36}One rather common way of addressing the question of a politically relevant cultural commonality in Europe has been the debate about a ‘European identity’, which was at least to some extent triggered by the increasing use of such a formula in the politico-administrative circles of the EU. From survey research about current attitudes towards Europe among its citizens to historicocultural studies, including issues of boundary-setting to the outside, to investigations explicitly put in the context of ‘the search for legitimacy’, a great variety of approaches to the issue have been explored; see, e.g., Passerini 1998; García 1993; Neumann 1999. For a critical historical overview see Delanty 1995a; and for an attempt to separate a necessary debate about ‘political identity’ from more dubious general identity claims see Henry 2002.

\textsuperscript{37}See critically Delanty 1995b, pp. 31–2.

\textsuperscript{38}Valéry 1996b [1926].

\textsuperscript{39}Husserl 1970b [1935].

\textsuperscript{40}Derrida 1991; Brague 1999; see also Manent 1997; Cacciari 1994. For a postcolonial perspective on the evocation of this reference point, see Chakrabarty 2000, e.g., pp. 29–30.
outside Europe. These ‘weaker’ forms of the cultural argument about European commonality are normatively more sustainable and for the contemporary period empirically more plausible than the ‘strong’ ones. However, they are often far from providing any actual political philosophy beyond the mere reference to shared experiences and modes of thinking.

IV. EURO-REPUBLICANISM

All the approaches to theorizing the European polity selected for discussion up to this point have postulated some ‘sociocultural substrate’ as an empirical phenomenon that somehow precedes and shapes possible political forms. While they thus satisfy our interest in addressing the specificity of the European polity, as mentioned at the outset, they do so in rather problematic terms. Although some remarks about a possibly altered future situation are made, by Grimm and Offe for instance, they are immediately moved towards a long-term horizon beyond any actual relevance for current debate. Some implicit, but nevertheless rather strong sociological determinism is at work here, a diagnosis that surprises not only in the light of at least three decades of critique of such an epistemic–ontological attitude, but even more so in the face of the ‘empirical fact’ of quite rapidly moving institutional arrangements in European politics.

To move beyond such determinism, but nevertheless retain the idea of an empirical specificity of a political situation, requires a change in conceptual perspective, namely, by analyzing European integration as the historically rare event of the deliberate founding of a polity. This conceptual move has two immediate important implications. First, it demands, as mentioned programmatically at the outset, a connection between the conventional social and political sciences and the register of political theory and political philosophy. The process of polity foundation has been at the centre of attention of the latter, from Machiavelli to Hobbes and Locke to Arendt and Lefort, and similarly in the political historiography of founding moments, such as the one of the American Revolution. Second, this move changes the place of empirical sociohistorical knowledge in the analysis. Neither is it to be relegated to a secondary position, as in mainstream political theory, nor can sociohistorical features be taken to determine the outcome of a founding process. Rather, an analysis of the sociohistorical background of the founding process serves to identify the resources available to the actors in the present, and thus permits the assessment of the conditions of possibility for particular forms of polity to emerge from the process of foundation.

Even though we failed to identify any position in the ongoing debate that explicitly develops such a perspective, elements of it can well be found. There is a
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41See, importantly, Ferry (2000, p. 146) on the emergence of a ‘self-critical relation to national memory’ as a specificity of contemporary Europe and as a key component for ‘reconstructive justice’, or what Habermas calls the expansion of normative horizons.
fourth position, which maintains the concern for specificity that characterized the three viewpoints discussed above, but that works with a somewhat more open relation between the empirical–historical and the politico-philosophical. In the established terms of political philosophy it is associated with republicanism, and indeed it can be seen as aiming at a contemporary European rendering of a republican perspective. Its most pronounced version can be found in Jürgen Habermas’ recent ‘post-national’ writings.

Committed to democracy, Habermas normatively envisages a republican Europe that cannot just be derived from existing sociopolitical structures, but that needs to be constructed with given resources in the given situation of a certain necessity (which for him as well is characterized by processes of economic and cultural globalization). Well aware of the cultural–linguistic theory of the polity, and not inclined to discard it easily in the light of dangers to democracy, he introduces a distinction between ‘national cultures’ as particularistic sets of beliefs and values and a ‘political culture’ of civic rights and participation that Europeans have in common. It is on the basis of the latter that a European polity can be erected, and since it will expand horizons beyond the existing national limitations, such European political construction will indeed lead towards a greater humanity.42

Put like this, one may have the suspicion that this perspective, as much as it admirably opens up the debate, glosses over some rather profound conceptual problems. Is the distinction between a political culture, on the one hand, and deeper (national) cultural orientations not a mere sophisticated rewriting of the liberal divide between the public and the private, with all the well-known difficulties that follow from it? Habermas certainly introduces a new layer, the national culture, but in terms of political theory this culture assumes a form of group privacy so that it does not interfere when issues of European-wide political relevance are at stake. The common European political culture, in turn, may prove to be so thin that it can hardly be distinguished from a commitment to proceduralism. But would the political Europe then not just be a step and stepping-stone on the way to a thin liberal cosmopolitanism, thus ultimately bypassing the question of a European specificity?

There will be a need to return to Habermas later, but first of all a distinction within the by now quite large and varied field of Euro-republican reflections needs to be introduced. As with the enlarged-cultural-communitarians, a strong version may usefully be distinguished from a weak one. Proponents of the strong version, Habermas among them, perceive a quite pronounced necessity of coherence and consistency of such a project of rebuilding polities.43 In contrast,

42Habermas 2001a, pp. 73–4 and 83.
43Habermas (2001a, pp. 83–4) speaks of the need for a ‘renewed closure’ of political institutions after the ‘opening’ of the national ones—in the course of a reasoning in which he indeed misreads as ‘postmodernist’ contributions that explicitly pose the question of the need for closure (Habermas 2001a, pp. 87–8).
weak republicans are willing not only to accept the piecemeal and somewhat undirected fashion in which European integration actually proceeds, they also see little need to envisage a coherent politico-institutional layout at the end of the process. In these versions, with Richard Bellamy as one of the proponents, a layered federalism leads to multi-level governance, sometimes weakly guided by a notion of positive subsidiarity, without any ambition to define competences at the various levels in terms of a general political philosophy. In contrast, the multiplicity of levels retains some elements of communitarian requirements, leaving decisions close to where there is a common basis for dealing with them. And the refusal to provide a blueprint for how to define the layers and entities acknowledges the openness of current societies and the interchanges between them, and thus avoids falling into cultural (or functional, for that matter) essentialism. Bellamy thus labels his own approach ‘cosmopolitan communitarianism’.

As long as one can be confident that standard issues of representation and legitimation shape the consciousness of the European political actors so that they will be satisfactorily dealt with along the way, this approach does not only appear realistic in terms of actual steps taken, but also sound in terms of political philosophy, notwithstanding initial suspicions. The question is only whether the openness of the institutional approach (that is, its declared disinterest in consistency and coherence) would not overburden political deliberation in the emerging Europe if the question of existing commonality on the European level is entirely disregarded. Or in other words, do Bellamy and others not take it for granted that there is agreement about the Europeanness of many political questions so that deliberation will indeed happen within such a multilayered setting? Is not the European polity for them already a given so that nothing that happens in the ongoing debates could challenge its existence, in stark contrast to Grimm and Offe for instance? These authors may even be generally right if they work with such an assumption. But they would nevertheless disregard the question of any substantive orientation of the European polity, the sense in which it is a distinct polity among the other political units of the world. At this point, they may indeed join Habermas for whom the existence of a political Europe is an important step in overcoming the national polities and in safeguarding the possibility of collective self-determination in an increasingly globalized environment, but—at first sight, at least—nothing more than that.

While such an objective may be agreeable, two intertwined objections need to be raised, one of which is analytical and the other one normative. First, venturing for a moment into constructing an argument by historical analogy, it can be
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44See, e.g., Endo 2001 as well as MacCormick 1997.
45Bellamy 1999, p. 224; Bellamy 2000, p. 236; see also Bellamy and Castiglione 2000. Such ‘weak’ republicanism is in terms of institutional analysis often accompanied by ideas on, and observations of, ‘multilevel governance’ in the European Union; see, e.g. Zürn 1999.
suggested that such projects of deliberate political construction, of the founding of a polity, are rare events in history. Looking at such events more closely, it may well appear that attempts to consciously found a polity thrive only in contexts of either war or the quest for liberty (or both, that is, wars of liberation). Since these conditions, however, are largely absent in contemporary Europe, at least the Europe of the European Union, because most Europeans live both peacefully and free, it is an unlikely prospect.\textsuperscript{46} Second, in more normative terms, one may ask whether the objective of safeguarding collective self-determination under conditions of globalization is not indeed too narrowly defined. Among the European elites, arguably, the drive towards Europeanisation of the existing national polities is motivated by some kind of an analysis of the current historical situation and its challenges, and by the identification of some urgency in that situation. That urgency, though, does not seem to find a sufficient response in the mere attempt, important as it is, at safeguarding collective self-determination. Especially given that the requirement imposed by the situation is the very redefinition of the collectivity that aims to secure its self-determination, something more must be at stake. And this something more cannot be anything else than a substantive understanding, in what are precise terms, of the collectivity and its polity. These are the arguments that leave us somewhat dissatisfied with European republicans, all agreement in other matters notwithstanding. And these same arguments lead us towards a reappreciation of the debate about a ‘crisis of European humanity’, discussed above as a weak version of enlarged culturalism, with a view to a more explicit elaboration of the specificity of the European polity at the present moment.

V. INTERIM CONCLUSIONS: TOWARDS A SITUATED EURO-REPUBLICANISM

These considerations can start out from a brief second look at Euro-republicanism, trying to find indications about the substantive difference Europe would make in a broader world context. In such light, it may be noted that Habermas, despite the conceptually neat separation between diverse national cultures and a common political culture among Europeans, cannot work without a broader historico-cultural embedding of the latter. After having discussed the need for ‘normative impulses’ for effective social integration in Europe, impulses that can only come about ‘through overlapping projects for a common political culture’, he immediately reassures his readers that such projects ‘can be constructed in the common

\textsuperscript{46}A note of thanks to Claus Offe for a skeptical discussion along those lines of reasoning. Sergio Fabbri (2001, p. 20), in contrast, suggests that a large and complex ‘compound republic’ with ‘fragmented sovereignty’ may need to consolidate over relatively long periods in the absence of external threat, such as the US did, protected by the British navy, and the EU, possibly, protected by NATO and US military hegemony.
historical horizon that the citizens of Europe already find themselves in’. And a moment later he indeed identifies an already existing ‘normative self-understanding of European modernity’.

In portraying the specificity of this European modernity, main emphasis is placed on the commitment to solidarity, which in Habermas’ view has now to extend beyond national horizons and indeed become conceivable within an EU context. From here, an argument could develop that focuses on the need for European integration with a view to defending the historical achievement of the European welfare state under altered global conditions. This argument, we agree, should be an important component of a European project, and both sociological and economic research have provided evidence that it is a feasible project as well.

Important as this component is, however, it is not the sole centre of an argument for a political Europe. When first introducing the distinction between ‘national culture’ and ‘political culture’, Habermas adds—in passing—an observation on the global cultural context marked by the increasing imposition of a ‘commodified, homogenous culture’ that he describes as being expressed in ‘the standardized products of a mass culture (overwhelmingly shaped by the United States)’. In his earlier writings, Habermas became known both for his turning away from the cultural criticism adopted by the older Frankfurt School, not least because of its elitist leanings, and for his stand in favour of ‘Western integration’ of the Federal Republic of Germany with a view to strengthening democratic commitments. The cultural observations quoted above may surprise against this background. They are fully plausible, however, against the assumption that ‘Western integration’ of (West) Germany has been successfully accomplished and that the commitment to democracy is now certainly no less pronounced in Europe than in the US. In such an altered historical situation, new concerns impose themselves—or rather, older concerns acquire new salience.

At least a sense of such new salience can be gathered from Habermas’—skeptical—concluding remarks about cosmopolitanism. He insists on the need for a ‘political community’ smaller than the globe that, even though ‘grounded in the universalist principles of a democratic constitutional state, still forms a collective identity, in the sense that it interprets and realizes these principles in light of its own history and in the context of its own particular form of life’. From Habermas’ pen such principled commitment to particularism may sound astonishing. It begs the question as to what is wrong with the larger, or outside, world so that a particular political community’s ‘own history’ cannot be world
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47Habermas, 2001a, p. 103.
48Ibid., p. 103.
49Ibid., pp. 98–9, 105.
50See Hall and Soskice (2001), Rhodes (2001) and Therborn (1999), among others.
51Habermas 2001a, p. 74 and p. 75
52Ibid., p. 107.
history and ‘its own particular life’ not an integral part of a global form of life. Habermas’ response to this question oscillates between various possibilities: The world could just be too large for ‘“thick” communicative embeddedness’.\(^{53}\)

While this may well be true, it raises the possible objection—by Claus Offe, for instance—that Europe may also be too large, that it was the nation–state that had the ‘right size’. Or the world may be too diverse, so that common commitments become too thin: Only ‘within the framework of a common political culture, negotiation partners also have recourse to common value orientations and shared conceptions of justice, which make an understanding beyond instrumental–rational agreements possible’.\(^{54}\)

Even though Habermas refers here to ‘political culture’ and consciously not to ‘national culture’, such an argument sounds dangerously close to a communitarianism that focuses on intranslatability between cultural communities within the global context. Since this is certainly not what Habermas means (as his comments on the post-September 2001 world crisis have made clear, if there was any doubt at all), the emphasis of that phrase must be on the second part, the need to go ‘beyond’ instrumental rationalism.

The risk that Habermas diagnoses in our time is that the ‘thinness’ of instrumental rationalism may become a ‘value orientation’ in its own right that imposes itself on particular cultures, ‘colonizes’ them, rather than serving merely as a means to communicate across cultures. The critique of neo-liberalism and of ‘commodified, homogenous culture’ offers elements of a reformulation of the idea of ‘colonization of life-worlds’, beyond the well-ordered systemic picture of society given in the *Theory of Communicative Action*.\(^{55}\)

Significantly in our context here, it even involves a re-spatialization of the idea when, namely, the colonizing dynamic is located ‘overwhelmingly’ in the US, and the possibility of an alternative in Europe.\(^{56}\)

In a later elaboration on the same theme, Habermas has been even more explicit on the opposition between the ‘normative self-understanding so far prevalent across Europe’ and ‘the social model now imposed by the predominant global economic regime’, the latter being described in terms of three features: ‘by an anthropological image of “man” as rational choicer and entrepreneur, exploiting his or her own labour-power; by a moral view of society that accepts growing cleavages and exclusions; and by a political doctrine that trades a shrinking scope of democracy for freedoms of the market’.\(^{57}\)

Such a reading of Habermas’ reasoning brings the current proposals for a republican Europe in proximity to the ‘philosophical’ rendering of the idea of a European commonality, and indeed a European ‘task’ (Husserl). Let us, then, briefly recall these debates, with a view to at least outlining one possible

\(^{53}\)Ibid., p. 109.
\(^{54}\)Ibid., p. 109.
\(^{55}\)Habermas 1984–87.
\(^{56}\)On such spatial reference in social theory, see Wagner 1999.
\(^{57}\)Habermas 2001b, pp. 11–12. An explicit critique of the neo-liberal understanding of politics is also found in various places in Habermas 2001a, such as on pp. 88 and 94 (see also p. 84).
trajectory for a political philosophy of the European polity that takes Europe’s specificity into account.

After the First World War, in the diagnoses given by Paul Valéry and Edmund Husserl among others, a crisis of the European sciences combined with a profound crisis of European humanity. The crisis of the sciences is the consequence of the split between the successful specialized sciences, on the one hand, and the failing attempts at providing a viable philosophy that could hold those sciences together, on the other. After this split, philosophy has continued to aim at something universal by adopting what Husserl calls ‘the theoretical attitude’, but all it provided was contested particular versions of metaphysics. However, the sciences, in contrast, effectively universalize their knowledge (by focusing on that which is transmissable, separated from a particular context, as Valéry says) by means of a practical attitude, based on the autonomy of a human spirit distanced from the world and thus on one-sided rationality, but no longer on understanding. Even though Europe is the birthplace of philosophy and the sciences, this split allows the transmissable sciences to flourish out of context—but also without the quest that held them together.

Neither Valéry nor Husserl went beyond general remarks when transferring this ‘philosophical–historical’ analysis into a political–historical one, although it is clear that they reasoned in some form of ‘geo-philosophy’. Jan Patoäka, who studied with both Husserl and Martin Heidegger, in contrast, did. Reading European twentieth-century history, he identified the rise of a particular collective project based on (universalisable) organisation and technology, which attempts to respond to the failure of the European nation-state system at combining particularity and universality in peace and liberty. The failure, in turn, of the attempt at avoiding the crisis of European humanity—which Patoäka identifies with Imperial Germany—leads into the wars of the twentieth century and into the twentieth century as war, to the dissolution of all conventions and the rise of nihilism, that is, an aggravation of the very crisis to which the attempt meant to respond. This is what marks the post-Second World War constellation.

Over the past half century, a related kind of thinking has remained alive in critical theory, at least of the kind of Adorno and Horkheimer, and in some versions of post-structuralism—elements, at least, can be recognized in the works of Lyotard and Derrida. However, Patoäka’s few steps being almost the only exception, it has hardly ever been convincingly translated into a social and political philosophy, and certainly not into any historically rich one. The
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60 Valéry 1996c, p. 100.
61 The term is Husserl’s, see 1970b [1935], p. 269.
62 Cacciari 1994. Delanty (1995b) emphasized the separation of culture from politics in the discourse about Europe during the inter-war period.
63 Patoäka 1996, pp. 120–7 in particular.
European commitment to philosophy, though, may still be a resource, both for diagnosing a contemporary crisis of humanity and for the search for ways to overcome this crisis, both diagnosis and remedy however needing to relate more explicitly to political issues and to the specificity of the contemporary situation.

At the centre of this crisis diagnosis is the observation of the rise to dominance of a ‘misguided rationalism’, a ‘one-sided rationality’, that is, the quest for human mastery of the world and of human beings themselves that operates by taking a distance from the world and by acting upon it as an object. In most critical theories, the diagnosis develops then into a critique of science and of the ‘frenzy of unfettered technology’, further into the critique of capitalism as an economic regime driven by the ‘unlimited expansion of instrumental mastery’, and yet further into the critique of an ‘administered world’. These theories, however, suffer from a basic neglect that, far from just being an element missing, makes them themselves one-sided. What is almost entirely missing is a basic critique of politics, or more precisely, of a politics, and associated vision of society, at the centre of which stand the political philosophies that operate in a similar mode.

The argument, which cannot be fully unfolded here, would proceed as follows: the democratic revolutions were in many respects the onset of political modernity. From then onwards, neither first philosophy, as argued by Husserl, nor social and political philosophy have been able to withstand the reinterpretation of the world in terms of an emphasis on instrumental rationality, again argued by Husserl and others, and on individual autonomy. The latter was difficult to resist because of the valid commitment to autonomy in combination with difficulties in developing a viable political philosophy starting out from collectivist, or even intersubjectivist, assumptions. ‘One does not have the power to refuse the idea of individual liberty as human liberty’, as Claude Lefort rightly maintains. The European debates around nationalism, socialism and social Catholicism, among other approaches, aimed at such an alternative, but in these forms they always contained normative difficulties that could not be overcome. They often abandoned commitments to individual autonomy during the first half of the twentieth century, and they were increasingly weakened by the outcome of the wars, and ultimately by developments in the later twentieth century, with 1968 and 1989 marking important dates. Since then, a combination of individualist liberalism (from [Hobbes-] Locke to Rawls) and
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68Lefort 1992, p. 58. The difficulties are of a different, even opposed, nature. Collectivist approaches tend to presuppose, by various means, the collectivity and the way it relates to the individual. As a consequence, their concepts of freedom tend to be restricted. Intersubjectivist approaches may give autonomy and creativity their full due. Their difficulty lies in developing a plausible argument for the viability of the polity, without making further presuppositions.
rational choice theory (from Hobbes to Becker) provides the theory of justice and the theory of action that are derived from the philosophical position criticized by Husserl as ‘misguided’, because of starting out from the objectivizing distance to the world.69

It is at this point that the link to the more explicit political philosophies of a European republicanism can be created, since such republicanism takes a—cautiously—a critical view of individualist liberalism.70 The advantage of a current combination of the diagnosis from the inter-war debates with republicanism is that such a stand is now inseparably shaped by a democratic commitment. At least equally important, however, is its advantage over more abstract versions of liberal—democratic thinking of our time (including some of Habermas’ writings), namely its grounding in the specificity of the situation, its attempt to identify the political stake, or ‘task’, for Europeans at this particular moment of history. Without such a grounding, an appeal for a political Europe, even though not entirely without merit, is bound to fail to convince Europeans that the project is worth the effort. And some degree of conviction and commitment is required, since—as Habermas, too, notes—the project is also not without risks.

Thus, Europe can be positioned in this constellation, and its nascent political philosophy would be in opposition to that socio-political philosophy that combines individualist liberalism with rational choice theory. Since the latter is currently dominant, almost hegemonic, and well represented also within Europe, the struggle can be seen as a struggle for a kind of liberation, for a liberation from domination and for a different combination of freedom with rationality, of autonomy with mastery. In other words, it is a struggle for a specifically European variety of modernity.
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